Histones are a principal constituent of chromatin in eukaryotes and fundamental to 20 our understanding of eukaryotic gene regulation. In archaea, histones are 21 phylogenetically widespread, often highly abundant, but not universal: several 22 archaeal lineages have lost histone genes from their coding repertoire. What prompted 23 or facilitated these losses and how archaea without histones organize their chromatin 24 remains largely unknown. Here, we use micrococcal nuclease digestion followed by 25 high-throughput sequencing (MNase-Seq) to elucidate primary chromatin architecture 26 in an archaeon without histones, the acido-thermophilic archaeon Thermoplasma 27 acidophilum. We confirm and extend prior results showing that T. acidophilum 28 harbours a HU family protein, HTa, that is highly expressed and protects a sizeable 29 fraction of the genome from MNase digestion. Charting HTa-based chromatin 30 architecture across the growth cycle and comparing it to that of three histone-31 encoding archaea (Methanothermus fervidus, Thermococcus kodakarensis and 32
Although widespread, archaeal histones are less phylogenetically entrenched than 72 histones in eukaryotes: they have been deleted experimentally in several species 73 without dramatic effects on transcription and growth (Heinicke et al. 2004; 74 Weidenbach et al. 2008; Dulmage et al. 2015) and lost altogether from a handful of 75 archaeal lineages (Adam et al. 2017) . A particularly intriguing case concerns the 76 thermophilic acidophile Thermoplasma acidophilum, which lacks histone genes but 77 instead encodes a protein named HTa (Histone-like protein of Thermoplasma 78 acidophilum). Based on its primary sequence (DeLange et al. 1981 ; Drlica and 79 Rouvière-Yaniv 1987) and predicted secondary, tertiary and quaternary structure 80 ( Figure 1a-b ), HTa is a member of the HU family of proteins, which are broadly 81 distributed across bacterial phyla (Table S1 ) and often abundant constituents of 82 bacterial chromatin. This includes Escherichia coli (Figure 1c) , where the average cell 83 during exponential growth contains an estimated 30,000-55,000 HU molecules (Azam 84 et al. 1999) . Although individual members of the HU family have diverged in their 85 DNA binding properties, even distant homologs display functional similarities, 86 constraining negative supercoils and binding not only B-form but also structurally 87 unusual DNA such as cruciforms (Grove 2011) . Outside bacteria, HU proteins are 88 relatively rare. They are found with a modicum of phylogenetic persistence only in 89 some single-celled eukaryotes (Figure 2a , Supplementary Text), where they are 90 known to play important functional roles (Sasaki et al. 2009 ; Gornik et al. 2012) , and 91 in a single clade of archaea: the Thermoplasmatales/deep-sea hydrothermal vent 92 euryarchaeota (DHVE2 group). Phylogenetic reconstruction of the HTa/HU gene 93 family suggests that HTa was acquired via horizontal gene transfer from bacteria at 94 the root of this clade. However, HTa has sufficiently diverged from its bacterial 95 homologs -and the event is sufficiently ancient -to prevent facile identification of a 96 specific bacterial donor clade (Figure 2, Supplementary Text) . 97 98 In T. acidophilum, HTa is highly abundant (Figure 1c ) and protects ~25-35% of the 99 genome from micrococcal nuclease (MNase) digestion (Searcy and Stein 1980 ; 100 Thomm et al. 1982) , consistent with a global role in structuring T. acidophilum 101 chromatin. Pioneering work by Searcy and colleagues showed that MNase digestion 102 of native T. acidophilum chromatin yields two distinct fragment sizes of ~40bp and 103 ~80bp (Searcy and Stein 1980) . The same authors observed an indistinguishable 104 banding pattern when they digested calf thymus DNA following in vitro 105 reconstitution with purified HTa, suggesting that native HTa is sufficient for and 106 likely the principal mediator of protection from MNase digestion in T. acidophilum 107 (Searcy and Stein 1980) . It remains unknown, however, where HTa binds to the T. 108 acidophilum genome in vivo; whether HTa binds in a sequence-specific manner or 109 promiscuously; whether it requires particular post-translational modifications to carry 110 out its functions; whether binding is dynamic in response to environmental changes; 111 and how binding relates to functional genomic landmarks. Crucially, we do not know 112 how HTa-mediated chromatin organization in T. acidophilum compares to that in 113 histone-encoding archaea: do HTa and histones fill similar functional and 114 architectural niches? Or are their binding patterns and functional repercussions 115 entirely distinct? 116 117 Here, to begin to address these questions, we characterize genome-wide chromatin 118 organization mediated by HTa in T. acidophilum. Using MNase treatment coupled to 119 high-throughput sequencing, we find footprints of protection throughout the genome. 120
Confirming prior results (Searcy and Stein 1980) , we observe a bimodal distribution 121 of protected fragment sizes and subsequently infer small and large binding footprints. 122
The more common smaller footprints are well predicted by simple sequence features 123 and display a general preference for GC-rich sequences. Their sequence preferences, 124 positioning around transcription start sites, and static behavior throughout the growth 125 cycle are reminiscent of archaeal histones rather than well-characterized bacterial HU 126 homologs. In addition, we present evidence that larger fragments are frequently 127 derived from nucleation-extension events, similar to what has been observed for 128 archaeal histones that have the capacity to oligomerize (Maruyama et al. 2013; 129 To elucidate genome-wide HTa binding in vivo, we carried out a series of MNase 138 experiments across the T. acidophilum growth cycle. Throughout, MNase digestion 139 yielded protected fragments of two distinct sizes (Figure 3a ), in line with previous 140 results (Searcy and Stein 1980) . MNase digestion of E. coli cells expressing 141 recombinant HTa produced a very similar protection pattern ( Figure 3b ). This 142 demonstrates that HTa readily binds DNA outside its native cellular environment and 143 does not require T. acidophilum-specific post-translational modifications or binding 144 partners to protect from MNase digestion, consistent with previous in vitro 145 reconstitution experiments (Searcy and Stein 1980 Figure S1a in particular) suggests protection of additional, longer 154 fragments, not as readily apparent in the T. acidophilum digest (but see Figure 3c ), an 155 observation to which we will return below. 156 157 Next, we sequenced the T. acidophilum DNA fragments that survived MNase 158 treatment using Illumina paired-end technology (see Methods). As anticipated, two 159 major fragment size classes are present across all stages of the growth cycle ( Figure  160 3c, Figure S1b ). For downstream analysis, we define small (large) fragments as 40-161 65bp (70-100bp) in size and note the following: first, the twin peaks centred around 162 ~85bp (Figure 3c ), separated by approximately one helical turn, were evident across 163 biological replicates ( Figure S1b ). At present, we do not know whether this reflects 164 discontinuous unwrapping and digest or the presence of distinct binding species. 165
However, genome-wide occupancy of 70-80bp and 80-90bp fragments is highly 166 correlated (Spearman's r=0.76, P< 2e-16, Figure 3d ) and we therefore consider 70-167 80bp and 80-90bp fragments jointly. Second, modal fragment sizes (~50bp and 168 ~85bp) are slightly larger than those reported previously (~40bp and ~80bp) (Searcy 169 and Stein 1980) . At least in part, this reflects digestion conditions: fragments obtained 170 after doubling digestion time from 15 to 30 minutes are shorter and map inside larger 171 footprints ( Figure S2 ). We chose and persisted with a somewhat milder digest here to 172 avoid over-digestion of small fragments. 173
174
We then mapped fragments, irrespective of their size, to the T. acidophilum genome 175 (see Methods). Protection across the genome is both ubiquitous and heterogeneous, 176 with relatively even coverage along the origin-terminus axis once increased copy 177 number of early replicating regions is taken into account (see Methods, Figure 3e Figure S3 , and further explored below. For any given 180 growth phase, genome-wide occupancy is highly correlated across replicates (mean 181 r=0.89, P<2.2e-16 for all pairwise comparisons). For each time point, we therefore 182 merged reads across replicates and called peaks independently for small and large 183 fragments (see Methods). Globally, peak locations and occupancy vary little across 184 the growth cycle ( Figure 3g ). Below, we will focus on data from exponential phase 185 (day 2), where we observe 13,915 narrow and 6,887 broad peaks, before discussing 186 variability of HTa-mediated chromatin architecture across the growth cycle in the 187 context of transcriptional changes. 188
189

Analysis of HTa binding footprints suggests histone-like oligomerization behaviour 190 191
Considering read coverage around called peaks, it is evident that small and large 192 fragments often overlap ( Figure 3f , Figure 4c ,f), indicating the presence of different 193 protective entities in the same location across cells. Importantly, broad peaks are 194 typically a combination of small and large fragments and often show asymmetric 195 coverage (caused by smaller fragments) around the summit of the inferred peak (see 196 Figure 4a for an example). Given that some archaeal histones (Maruyama et al. 2013; 197 Mattiroli et al. 2017 ) and bacterial HU proteins (Hammel et al. 2016; Hołówka et al. 198 2017) can form oligomers, we reasoned that asymmetric coverage might contain 199 valuable information about the potential genesis of larger fragments from smaller 200 nucleation sites. To retain this signal, lost when averaging over individual peaks in 201 aggregate plots, we re-oriented the coverage signal as displayed in Figure 4b , 202
revealing that smaller fragments are aligned to the edge -rather than the centre -of 203 broad-peak footprints (Figure 4d ,g). 204
205
We then applied the same procedure to MNase data we had independently generated 206 for the histone-containing archaeon Methanothermus fervidus (see Methods), which -207 thanks to the work of Reeve, Sandman and others -is the source of much of our 208 foundational knowledge about archaeal histones. Comparing M. fervidus to T. 209 acidophilum, we find a very similar nested, edge-aligned structure of smaller 210 fragments within broader peaks (Figure 4e At a coarse level, we find that both broad and narrow peaks exhibit relatively elevated 226 GC content at their centre and are flanked by short stretches of GC depletion ( Figure  227 4i,j). In line with promiscuous binding, a specific binding motif, as one would observe 228 for most transcription factors, is not evident ( Figure S4a ). For broader peaks, it is 229 worth noting that, in both T. acidophilum and M. fervidus, once we have re-oriented 230 the small fragment coverage signal as described above, peak-internal GC content 231 positively tracks small fragment abundance (Figure 4j ,k), supporting a model where 232 nucleation happens on more GC-rich sites whereas sequence need not be as 233 favourable for subsequent extension events. Note, however, that while sequence 234 might be more important for nucleation than extension, it is by no means irrelevant 235 for the latter: for example, narrow peaks where large fragments are rare tend to be 236 flanked by more AT-rich sequence in both T. acidophilum and M. fervidus, suggesting 237 that sequence can prevent or at least predispose against oligomer formation ( Figure  238 S4b,c). 239
240
We then considered dinucleotide frequencies in reads of defined lengths, restricting 241 the analysis to reads that overlap previously defined peaks by at least 90% and 242 discarding duplicate reads that mapped to the same genomic location, in order to not 243 bias results towards highly occupied footprints. Read-internal dinucleotide profiles 244 confirm an overall GC preference but also reveal local enrichment/depletion patterns, 245 notably a short central track of reduced GC enrichment ( Figure 5a 2.2e-16). We reasoned that differences between broad peaks in exponential and 289 stationary phase might be owing to changes in the relative abundance of qualitatively 290 different protective binding events: one, where large HTa-protected footprints emerge 291 from extension of smaller fragments, and another where these fragments represent 292 something else; a different mode of HTa binding that is independent of prior 293 sequence-driven nucleation, perhaps, or an altogether different protein complex that 294 happens to protect a similar-sized piece of DNA. To explore this hypothesis, we 295 divided broad peaks into deciles based on the relative coverage of small fragments at 296 these peak. Doing so, we find that broad peaks where small fragments are rarest show 297 strongly divergent sequence composition ( Figure 6a ). Curiously, while these 298 divergent peaks are very common in exponential phase, they almost entirely disappear 299 in stationary phase, which is instead dominated by broad peaks that conform to the 300 nucleation and extension model, where small fragment abundance quantitatively 301 predicts large fragment abundance (Figure 6b , Figure S6 ). 302 303 304 Landscape of HTa binding around transcriptional start sites 305 306 Broad peaks with few small fragments are particularly enriched in intergenic 307 sequence ( Figure 7a ), and it is around transcriptional start sites (TSSs, Figure 7b ; 308 approximated from RNA-seq data, see Methods) and end sites (TESs, Figure S7 ), 309
where their disappearance in stationary phase is arguably most striking ( Figure 7b ). 310
However, even though their positioning suggests a potential involvement in gene 311 regulation, their disappearance is not obviously coupled to local changes in 312 transcription: the abundance of these "independent" fragments drops equally for 313 genes that are up-or down-regulated or remain the same in stationary compared to 314 exponential phase ( Figure 7f ). We find no equivalent to these nucleation-independent 315 large fragments in histone-encoding archaea (Figure 7c -e, Figure S7 ) and further 316 investigation will be required to establish the identity of the proteins that protect these 317 fragments from digestion. We note, however, that nucleoid-associated proteins in 318 bacteria, including HU and H-NS in E. coli, can bind different DNA substrates in 319 different conformations and therefore exert distinct effects on DNA topology and 320 chromatin architecture depending on local concentration, sequence context, and the 321 presence of other factors (Dillon and Dorman 2010) . It is therefore tempting to 322 speculate that HTa has retained some of this HU-like versatility in DNA binding and 323 that independent fragments might also be derived from HTa protection. However, we 324 have no direct evidence for this at present. Small fragment-peaks and nucleation-325 dependent large fragments, on the other hand, share substantial similarities with 326 archaeal histones in their positioning around genes: they are depleted at all times from 327 the AT-rich TSSs/TESs, and barely change position through the growth cycle ( Figure  328 7, Figure S8 workers showed that HTa facilitates re-annealing following DNA denaturation (Stein 364 and Searcy 1978), suggesting that HTa might assist DNA renaturation after thermal 365 stress. Our finding of heterogeneous but predictable HTa occupancy across the 366 genome implies that re-annealing would proceed differentially in genic and intergenic 367 regions, leaving the latter unbound and free to engage in binding of protein complexes 368 for transcription. However, the physiological importance of HTa-mediated 369 reannealing remains to be established and is put into perspective by the observation 370 that E. coli HU, when added to naked DNA, also significantly raises its melting 371 temperature (Drlica and Rouvière-Yaniv 1987) . Another possibility is that HTa is 372 involved in higher order genome structure (Bohrmann et al. 1990) 
Peak detection and asymmetry scoring 506
Peaks were detected using the NucleR R package and scored using a modified scoring 507 function, where peak height was measured as the coverage value at each peak centre 508 relative to the empirical distribution of the data. Parameters used for the initial Fourier 509 filtering step are listed in Table S3 . A threshold value corresponding to a Z-score of 510 0.25 was used for all data. To score asymmetric coverage inside broad peaks, we 511 computed the average coverage signal of smaller DNA fragments either side (a and b 512 in Figure 4b ) of the peak dyad and then considered the ratio a/b. Coverage signal at 513 peaks where a/b<1 were flipped around the dyad axis for downstream signal 514 processing. 515
Nucleotide frequencies and data visualization 516
Nucleotide frequencies were computed using the R package Seqpattern (v1.14). Only 517 reads with an average quality score of 30 that overlapped called peaks by ³90% were 518 selected for this analysis. 2D occupancy plots were generated from non-normalized 519
MNase-Seq reads using plot2DO (https://github.com/rchereji/plot2DO) ( using HupA (PDB:1mul) as a template. To predict and visualize the quaternary 539 structure of the HTa homodimer, we used the HTa sequence to build a homology 540 model based on the X-ray crystal structure of (HupA) 2 using PDB:1p51 as a template. 541
The homology model, again built using SWISS-MODEL, has a general mean quality 542 estimate of 0.71. Both (HTa) 2 and (HupA) 2 structures were refined with steepest 543 descent and conjugate gradient energy minimization using the AMBER ff14SB 544 Heat maps indicating MNase-seq coverage by fragment length relative to transcriptional start sites in exponential (day 2) and stationary phase (day 3.5). Right panel: median normalized MNase-seq coverage (considering all fragment sizes) as a function of distance from the TSS. (c) as in (b) but for M. fervidus and using the coding start (ATG) rather than the TSS as a reference point. To ensure that the coding start constitutes a reasonable proxy for the TSS, only genes with a divergently oriented neighbouring gene are considered, thus eliminating genes internal to operons. (d, e) median of normalized MNase-seq coverage (considering all fragment sizes) as a function of distance from the TSS in T. kodakarensis and H. volcanii. (f) Changes in normalized MNase-seq coverage for small and large fragments around transcriptional start sites in T. acidophilum as a function of growth phase and whether genes are upregulated, downregulated or remain unchanged relative to RNA abundance on day 1. Genes are grouped according to differential expression (or lack thereof) on day 2 compared to day 1. Genes with a log2-fold change >1 were considered significantly upregulated, those with a log2-fold change <-1 significantly down-regulated (FDR<0.01). The rightmost panels indicate that a majority of genes up-/downregulated on day 2, remain up-/downregulated on days 3 and 3.5.
